
specialists, Warren's influence is there
for all the world to see. It once again
demonstrates that like so many boats
produced in Australia, the
fundamentals have always been there -
it's the way they've been finished off
that gives the imports a decided edge
in the marketplace. 

Warren hasn't changed the hull at all
- he's just taken it and turned it into a
totally dedicated, state of the art
fishing platform - on ya Warren!

What we have here is an usually
wide (2.0m beam) GRP (that means
"glass reinforced plastic” or crudely,
‘fiberglass’) that is produced by the
Haines Signature factory under their
Traveler brand ID.

Originally, it was produced as a
Seaquell, but with the advent of the
Traveler range, it was adsorbed into
and became part of this popular
alternative to the main Haines
Signature range of boats.

So if you think it looks vaguely
familiar, you are quite correct - you
might even have seen it in these pages,
albeit back in F&B’s early days. 

As you can see in the photographs,
Warren has kept the original shape of
the TD 149 right up to and including
the forward casting platform. What he
has done that has made a big
difference, is totally finished all
exterior surfaces on the top in outdoor
carpet carefully glued down throughout
the boat. 

This will surely be a bit
controversial, as there are quite a few
anglers who avoid carpet like the
plague because of its ability to ‘grab’
the hooks of lures that happened to
whistle past. I've always thought this is
a bit overstated as an issue; even if the
lure or hook does get caught in the
carpet, it's invariably only a matter of
seconds before it can be released.

The advantages though of the carpet
are many, and to this writer, outweigh
the disadvantages. 

The biggest advantage for me is the
fact that the carpet eliminates the
inside hull glare which is often a really
serious problem in many of these
bass/bream/dam boats - especially if
they're been made in fibreglass. 

Sure, you can always wear
sunglasses to cut down the reflective
glare, but some of these boats are so
white and glary it’s all too easy for
headaches to be induced after a day on
the water. And let's face it, the sunnies
should be used to cut out the glare on

the water to help us observe the lure's
action, fish responses, observe
structure and so on - not just to let us
see across the surface of the boat!

So full marks from this fisherman, I
liked the carpet and I think it was a
real advantage for the boat - with the
added bonus that it was also nice to
walk on in bare feet.

This brings up another major
advantage of this hull over the
ubiquitous tinny - aren't the level floors
fantastic? Gosh, it makes a huge
difference being able to walk around a
boat on a flat floor as well as up onto
the casting platform. Sure, many of the
up-market bass and barra boats have
flat floors now, but in this price range
it's still hard to get a tinny with more
than quarter or half cut flat floors.

Not so here - the floors are flat right

out to the edges, and it's a real boon for
anglers working or moving around in
the cockpit. 

Steptoe has incorporated rod holders
where they should be under the
topsides, and there's enough room for 4
or 5 bait casters, and with a bit of care,
fly rods and reels too.

This particular rig was set up as a
tiller steer, to keep the cost down, as
distinct from the side console or centre
console models, which obviously cost
more, and take up some of that
wonderful space with a console in situ. 

It's a bit of a toss up for the writer - I
really like the space the tiller steer
methodology allows, but I think I’d
prefer to run a boat, even one this
small, with remote helm and throttle
gear shift. It's not something I'm
terribly emphatic about though, and
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In truth, the TD 149 has been
around for quite a long time - and

not just in the guise of a tiller steered
fishing boat as shown here.

It's also available as a centre console
and as a side console, but recently, top
fishing writer and photo-journalist
Warren Steptoe convinced the Traveler
(nee Haines Signature) factory to
further explore the potential of this
terrific hull, because he could see many
advantages in its moderate vee hull
shape, good stability and unusually soft
ride.

Now the latter term "unusually soft
ride" is probably the most overworked
phrase in the boating world, but in this
case, compared to other 14 – 15 footers
that dominate this marketplace ie, the
tinny brigade, the TD 149 is
significantly softer riding than most of

them.
“How is this so?” asked the good

professor. 
The answer is all under the chine -

and the production of a beautiful shape
that simply cannot be produced in
aluminium, let alone with the sleek,
smooth finish that allows this boat to
slip through the water like few others
in this size range.

F&B actually tested this boat in its
original guise quite some time ago, but
we noted with some curiosity that John
Haines (Snr) actually uses one of these
boats as his own fishing dory and
crabbing boat. So we figured that when
a bloke like Hainesy has the choice of
all the boats in his factory, and he
personally gets about the creeks, rivers,
estuaries and dams in one of these TD
149's, then something is up, because

this man knows a lot more about boats
than most people! 

So we were not entirely surprised
when John's son Greg Haines
mentioned last month that they did
have ‘another one of those TD 149's
set up by Warren Steptoe’ that was
based on the same hull used by his
Dad. "Would we like to try it?" he
asked. Would we? Does a one-legged
duck swim in circles? 

Well, within a week or two, we had
ourselves the latest variant of the TD
149 which although they haven't given
it a name, basically should be called
the Traveler TD 149 Steptoe.

Design
Warren Steptoe's involvement in this

boat is fairly obvious - as one of
Australia's top inshore freshwater
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Built by Haines Signature, powered by a 4-stroke Suzuki and packaged around
$23-$30k, this is arguably one of the hottest little fishing boats on the market

today, and a possible answer for readers looking for an affordable fishing
platform to work inland rivers and dams. 

Traveler TD 149
Fisherman & Boatowner FIELD TEST 
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